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Preface to the Sixth Edition

Each edition of this book has been written with the intention of making the identification of clinically encountered fungi a more logical, understandable, and enjoyable endeavor for the personnel of clinical mycology laboratories as well as for others with an interest in the field. The accompanying goal is to broaden the reader's knowledge and provide current information regarding emerging and established fungal pathogens as well as new methods that can be applied in clinical laboratories. To those ends, the original format that has proved to be so successful is carefully maintained in this edition while additions and updates have been made throughout the book.

This new edition represents a passing of the torch of writing this esteemed, beloved, and time-honored book by Dr. Davise H. Larone to Dr. Thomas J. Walsh and Dr. Randall T. Hayden. Tom, Randy, and Davise worked with extraordinarily close synergy in providing seamless continuity in order to update this important laboratory diagnostic resource in medical mycology.

The majority of recent advances in our field have been based on molecular taxonomic studies applied to the medically important fungi. This continues to result in a molecular labyrinth of taxonomy and nomenclature adjustments. Phylogenetic (evolutionary development) studies continue to discover that organisms which may appear morphologically identical and that have been thought to be a single species are instead a species complex (a collection of related but distinct species). The “new” individual species may possess unfamiliar names. Moreover, these studies also are revealing that organisms thought to be within one genus or order now need to be transferred to another phylogenetic category that allows for a more accurate classification but leads to a change in nomenclature.

Since these changes may be confusing, we have endeavored to provide continuity with earlier names and nomenclatural stability
in areas of uncertainty. Nonetheless, over time, eventual accumulation of data regarding the distribution, clinical relevance, and antifungal susceptibility of newly described fungal species may lead to improved diagnosis and treatment of our patients. Recognizing the rapid changes that are occurring in terminology, we have introduced a discussion on taxonomy and nomenclature in order to help guide the reader through the substantial changes that are occurring in this area of medical mycology. The “Taxonomy and Nomenclature” essay in the Basics section outlines the principle of “one fungus/one name” and the consequences of simplifying, or in some instances complicating, the nomenclature. We note the transition of some common Candida species to the less commonly known teleomorph names, and exemplify cases of “cryptic species” that may only be identified by molecular tools.

The companion offshoot of molecular studies is the expanded variety of methods developed for the identification of fungi. As these methods are escalating in availability and usage, especially in reference laboratories, Part III, “Basics of Molecular Methods for Fungal Identification,” has been updated in this edition. This section is not an instruction on performing molecular assays; instead, its aim is to provide basic information to increase familiarity, comprehension, and comfort with the terminology, principles, and literature involved. It is written with the goal of increasing familiarity with the methods of molecular identification, especially for those readers who have traditionally relied on morphology and biochemicals to determine the identification of clinical isolates. Availability of morphological assessment, biochemical reactions, and molecular methods will allow the use of whichever systems are appropriate under the particular circumstance. We discuss several new technological advances that have become available since the last edition. Several commercial systems have incorporated real-time PCR and melt curve analysis in an integrated platform. Next-generation sequencing (NGS) is being incorporated into several new platforms that will likely be used increasingly in laboratory diagnostic mycology. The T2 system, which employs PCR and magnetic resonance technology, has the ability to rapidly detect five leading Candida spp. directly from blood.

This edition also includes descriptions of new emerging pathogens, such as Candida auris and Aspergillus tanneri. Detailed footnotes of nomenclatural changes that may be ongoing, but are not fully validated or routinely used in clinical laboratories, are now provided. Of particular note is the substantial increase in detailed descriptions of the epidemiological, clinical, and antifungal susceptibility characteristics of each organism. We also have revised the references throughout the book, adding many more primary references as well as updated atlases for resources. The section on reagents and biochemicals has been extensively reviewed to assure that all contact information, including websites, is most current.

Suggested readings for further information on each organism are still a standard component of each page in Part II. As new books and many valuable journal articles have been published in recent years, they have replaced some of the old, standard texts that many of us have used for a long time. In some instances, the older texts are still listed; this is because they contain a wealth of classic information that is not often covered as completely in the newer texts. However, the old nomenclature in these classic texts needs to be evaluated carefully to ensure correct interpretation relative to the more recent nomenclature.
Each edition of this book has been written with the needs of the reader foremost in mind. We strive to serve the clinical mycology community and their patients with this book as a key resource for laboratory diagnosis of medically important fungi. Throughout the years, many readers have offered helpful suggestions and requests that have been taken to heart and implemented toward the enhancement of the book. Such input plays a large role in ensuring that the goals of the book will be met; it is therefore most sincerely appreciated and we hope that it will continue.

March, 2018
More than ever, clinical laboratory personnel with limited experience in mycology must culture and identify fungi isolated from clinical specimens. Even after attending a course in the subject, technologists often need guidance in identifying the great variety of organisms encountered in the lab. With the advent of proficiency testing by local and national organizations, technologists have a need and opportunity to practice and increase their skills in the medical mycology laboratory.

Most classic texts, though rich in information, are arranged according to the clinical description of the infection; the textual discussion of any particular fungus can be located only from the index or table of contents. Since the technologist doesn’t know the name of an unidentified fungus and usually has little or no knowledge of the clinical picture, these texts are at best difficult to use effectively. The unfortunate result is the all-too-common practice of flipping through an entire mycology textbook in search of a picture that resembles the organism under examination. Such a practice may make the more accomplished mycologist’s hair stand on end, but it is a fact to be acknowledged.

This guide is not meant to compete with these large texts, but to complement them. The material here is so arranged that the technician can systematically reach a possible identification knowing only the macro- and microscopic morphology of an isolated organism. Reference can then be made to one of the classic texts for confirmation and detailed information.

Many possible variants of organisms are found under several categories of morphology and pigment. The outstanding characteristics are listed on the page(s) apportioned to each organism, and references are suggested for further information and confirmation (see How To Use the Guide).
Medically Important Fungi avoids the jargon so commonly and confusingly used in most mycology books. Drawings are used wherever possible to illustrate organisms described in the text. To ensure clarity, a glossary of terms is included, as well as a section on laboratory techniques for observing proper morphology. Another section includes use of the various media, stains, and tests mentioned in the book.

The actinomycetes, although now known to be bacteria rather than fungi, are included because they are frequently handled in the mycology section of the clinical laboratory.

It is believed that this guide will enable students and medical technologists to culture and identify fungi with greater ease and competency and in so doing to develop an appreciation of the truly beautiful microscopic forms encountered.

I wish to acknowledge with gratitude the encouragement and advice received from my co-workers at Lenox Hill Hospital, and Dr. Norman Goodman, Mr. Gerald Krefetz, Mr. Bill Rosenzweig, Ms. Eve Rothenberg, Dr. Guenther Stotzky, Mr. Martin Weisburd, Dr. Irene Weitzman, and Dr. Marion E. Wilson.

New York
December, 1975
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